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"All rights reserved""All rights reserved"



Existing copyright regulation is not alwaysExisting copyright regulation is not always
adapted to the reality of research practiceadapted to the reality of research practice

in 2015in 2015
multiple authors in different countries
multiple jurisdictions
data mining
crowd sourced science
various Open Access policies
Wikipedia ...
social media
translations
civil society
...



"  by Alan Levine on FlickrOpen Means Never Having to Say You're Sorry"  CC BY-SA

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cogdog/7155294657/in/photolist-cyA4zG-99adzn-8f6QCj-3jadt-bUhKPg-4bs8uP-ns9iE4-2dq1pj-7ekS3f-k2fXM8-6H5Gbg-dna9jS-6cC1Gn-e8vW5U-6rBwLq-75LVJi-7bpFrg-3V99c8-6BPDyg-bUZsCG-8ZBjN8-8mwwzk-mzqM-cj6c6-fHzn9T-hDhzNV-5bWWLj-dpzeTH-7UL9np-asUATq-nJtKrz-bWwg27-fi2LEP-7Dao9b-83qnqX-6EVbWn-75KwGZ-7XGdzw-h6FC2E-fQyzxB-oC3SJh-7Vaa8x-4EdFqk-cLv5z-87KMoc-miNwF8-bWAimo-5gf2au-j25xFd-8Mzmie
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


"Some rights reserved""Some rights reserved"



Creative Commons licenses are free, easy-to-use 
 providing a simple, standardized way to give the public

permission to share and use your creative work — on conditions
of your choice. CC licenses let you easily change your copyright

terms from the default of “all rights reserved” to “
.”

copyright
licenses

some rights
reserved

In a world with fair copyright laws,
Creative Commons would be

superfluous

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/FAQ#What_does_.22Some_Rights_Reserved.22_mean.3F


CC is ...CC is ...
6 licenses + 2
public domain
tools
a simplification of
copyright rules
an organisation
based on volunteer
work by advocates
and 'open' activists
aiming to grow 'the
commons'
a patch for broken
copyright
in favour of
copyright reform

CC is not ...CC is not ...
an alternative for
copyright
a rightsholder
organisation
a search engine
a law firm
a bunch of crazy
open access
fundamentalists :)



4 building4 building
blocksblocks



BYBY
You are free to:

Share — copy and redistribute the material

in any medium or format

Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon

the material

for any purpose, even commercially

Under the following terms:

Attribution — You must give 

, provide a link to the license, and

You may do so in any reasonable manner,

but not in any way that suggests the licensor

endorses you or your use.

appropriate

credit

indicate if changes were made

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/#
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/#


SASA
(ShareAlike)(ShareAlike)

Same conditions as CC BY,
plus:

ShareAlike — If you remix,

transform, or build upon the

material, you must distribute your

contributions under the 

 as the original.

same

license

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/#


NC (NonNC (Non
Commercial)Commercial)

 Same conditions as CC BY,
plus:

NonCommercial — You may not

use the material for commercial

purposes

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/#


NDND

(No Derivatives)(No Derivatives)

 Same conditions as CC BY,
plus:

NoDerivatives — If you 

 the

material, you may not distribute the

modified material.

remix,

transform, or build upon

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/#


Six CombinationsSix Combinations



Two additional legal toolsTwo additional legal tools

If a work is in the Public Domain:

If you want to dedicate your work to the Public Domain:



https://stateof.creativecommons.org/report/

https://stateof.creativecommons.org/report/


Make sure the
license you use
allows for the

re-use you want!



 on Flickr "I am so confused" by Ian Sane CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/31246066@N04/5415215092/in/photolist-cEJMpW-6tyzJw-hNH5RT-4suqQQ-6DTbAF-KLduT-9fwoMs-5UNWTt-5vtQ7s-83ycxh-a5iPKr-frJ48-dTmrJn-m32Gsy-dF2kfy-45cqRN-9xs9Pg-2aG48A-sWw2P-2gemv-7o37h4-cdx6N3-6w3EcN-weYd8-jNW78i-fH9nR7-MX2qn-Ak2Su-5WksQ6-8xyKpN-6znZE-5a3U9C-iVxy4M-jNW7uk-6jVDrj-8CExD3-okjbbG-nGtSb-6rmstp-iVxxUt-4HBsnN-4nasi8-35sigN-j1n6Vr-jnsYAj-jnsYUA-398sRb-nuG3Uh-eoKTfj-nNutS
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


License chooserLicense chooser

Image by  - licensed under a  Aston University CC BY 4.0 license

https://twitter.com/Astonopenaccess
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


How does itHow does it
work?work?



Three layers:Three layers:

Machine
Readable
Human
Readable
Legal Code



Legal CodeLegal Code

juridical basis

created by CC Legal
Team + input from
communities
worldwide
available in your
language
universally applicable

"version 4.0"

https://creativecommons.org/Version4


HumanHuman
ReadableReadable

summary or 'deed'
this is what you link to
available in your
language



MachineMachine
ReadableReadable

make it easy for "the
Web" to know when a
work is available under
a Creative Commons
license



Adding a CC license to yourAdding a CC license to your
workwork







Don't forget:Don't forget:

CC licenses are operative only when
applied to material in which a copyright

exists, and even then only when a
particular use would otherwise not be

permitted by copyright.

https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Frequently_Asked_Questions#How_do_CC_licenses_operate.3F
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Frequently_Asked_Questions#What_is_copyright_and_why_does_it_matter.3F
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Frequently_Asked_Questions#How_do_CC_licenses_operate.3F


Bear in mind whenBear in mind when
licensing your work:licensing your work:

Remember the license may not be revoked.
Make sure the material is appropriate for CC
licensing.
Make sure the material is subject to copyright or
similar rights
Think about how you want the material to be used.
Specify additional permissions,
Specify attribution information

https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors_and_licensees

https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors_and_licensees#Remember_the_license_may_not_be_revoked.
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors_and_licensees#Make_sure_the_material_is_appropriate_for_CC_licensing.
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors_and_licensees#Make_sure_the_material_is_subject_to_copyright_or_similar_rights.
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors_and_licensees#Think_about_how_you_want_the_material_to_be_used.
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors_and_licensees#Specify_additional_permissions.2C_if_desired.
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors_and_licensees#Specify_attribution_information_if_desired.
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors_and_licensees


Research does not happenResearch does not happen
in an ivory tower...in an ivory tower...

Screenshot from the game "Monument Valley" by USTWO. (c)USTWO, all rights reserved

 I didn't ask permission to use this image. But

as it is clearly for educational purposes, I

hope USTWO is ok with it. If not, drop me a

line and I'll remove it !

http://ustwo.com/play/


Your fellow researchers areYour fellow researchers are

all around the world ...all around the world ...

All icons found on The Noun Project

https://thenounproject.com/


And Civil Society has anAnd Civil Society has an

interest as well!interest as well!

All icons found on The Noun Project

https://thenounproject.com/


http://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/may/27/prehistoric-skull-

puncture-wounds-murder-spain-neanderthal

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?

id=10.1371/journal.pone.0126589

http://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/may/27/prehistoric-skull-puncture-wounds-murder-spain-neanderthal
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0126589


http://cds.cern.ch/record/1630222

http://cds.cern.ch/record/1630222


http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/

http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/


Europeana API terms of use

http://europeana.eu/portal/rights/api-terms-of-use.html

http://europeana.eu/portal/rights/api-terms-of-use.html


http://openhealthdata.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/jophd.af/
http://openarchaeologydata.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/jo

ad.af/

http://openhealthdata.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/jophd.af/
http://openarchaeologydata.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/joad.af/


If you make it clear from the start whatIf you make it clear from the start what

can be done with your workcan be done with your work ... ...

access
attribution
re-use
modification
commercial use
...

... others can access, share and build upon your work... others can access, share and build upon your work

without fear of violating your author rights.without fear of violating your author rights.



A Creative Commons license (or public
domain tool)  is universally recognisable,
juridically sound, easily applicable and
leaves the user in no doubt about the

intentions of the author.



"Licenses remove uncertainty by spelling out what may or may not be
done with the licensed work. Science is both interdisciplinary and

international, crossing disciplinary and jurisdictional boundaries, and
since science builds upon existing work, it depends on being able to

reuse content"

 
 Puneet Kishor, former Project Coordinator for Science and Data at CC, as quoted in

an interview with PLoS

http://blogs.plos.org/tech/creative-commons-for-science-interview-with-puneet-kishor/


Citing CC licensedCiting CC licensed
contentcontent

a little common sense goes a long way!

attribution (BY) is obligatory: name of
the author and name of the work (if
available)
link to the original source
mention if the work has been adapted
state the license under which the
material is available, and link to it
when in doubt: contact the author

image found on http://social.rollins.edu/wpsites/filmsofthe80s/2014/06/08/urban-dictionary-80s-slang/

http://social.rollins.edu/wpsites/filmsofthe80s/2014/06/08/urban-dictionary-80s-slang/


http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0126589

And make it easy forAnd make it easy for
others to cite you ...others to cite you ...

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0126589


Incorrect citation

Photinus pyralis, a species of firefly found in
the eastern United States (via wikimedia

commons)

http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/compound-eye/an-example-of-why-i-dont-use-creative-commons-licenses/

http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/compound-eye/an-example-of-why-i-dont-use-creative-commons-licenses/


De soek of overdekte markt in Sanaa / Foto: Rod Waddington/Flickr Creative

Commons

)(bron: De Morgen

http://www.demorgen.be/buitenland/oorlog-bedreigt-wondermooie-historische-stad-a2272355/


source https://www.pinterest.com/innatelykait/bayeux-tapestry/

It's simply soundIt's simply sound
scientific practice!scientific practice!

(btw, it's rather . If it's you,

please contact me so that I can correctly attribute you)

difficult to find the original creator of this meme

https://www.pinterest.com/innatelykait/bayeux-tapestry/
http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/medieval-macros-bayeux-tapestry-parodies


"Self portrait" [fragment] by Vincent Van Gogh, via (public domain)

(technically, you don't have to attribute when a work is in the public domain)

Rijksmuseum 

Some good examplesSome good examples

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/search/objecten?s=achronologic&p=1&ps=12&f.publish.apiCollection=XL100&imgonly=True&ii=6#/SK-A-3262,6


Cooper-Hewitt's Collection

Database, licensed under on

"In order to reduce any uncertainty about the

'legitimate uses' of this dataset, Cooper-

Hewitt has licensed this release under a

Creative Commons Zero (CC0) license. This

license is the most permissive available and

allows for all types of reuse"

CC0 

Github

You can use and reuse all elements in this
dataset without worrying about attribution

or other restrictions, as it is in the Public
Domain

http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
https://github.com/cooperhewitt/collection




This is an adaptation by Gwen Franck of

"Kitten playing with String on  

This adaptation is available under a  license

" by Bilal Khan  Flickr (CC BY-SA)

CC BY-SA

Sharez ur workz pwease?

http://www.flickr.com/photos/albaraa/7804621792/in/photostream/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/albaraa/7804621792/in/photostream/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


Finding CC licensedFinding CC licensed
contentcontent

https://slides.com/secure/decks/427466/print?print-pdf=true
http://flickr.com/
https://slides.com/secure/decks/427466/print?print-pdf=true
http://doaj.org/
https://soundcloud.com/
https://www.wikimedia.org/
https://slides.com/secure/decks/427466/www.openculture.com
https://archive.org/
http://makerbook.net/


https://doaj.org/search

https://doaj.org/search


https://stateof.creativecommons.org/report/

https://stateof.creativecommons.org/report/


Further reading:Further reading:

Creative Commons Belgium
www.creativecommons.org
Communia
http://creativecommons.org.au/content/attributingccmaterials.pdf

wiki.creativecommons.org/Marking_your_work_with_a_CC_license

https://doajournals.wordpress.com/2015/06/02/copyright-and-
licensing-part-2/

http://creativecommons.be/
http://www.creativecommons.org/
http://www.communia-association.org/
http://creativecommons.org.au/content/attributingccmaterials.pdf
http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Marking_your_work_with_a_CC_license
https://doajournals.wordpress.com/2015/06/02/copyright-and-licensing-part-2/


gwen@creativecommons.org
This presentation is aimed to educate audiences about correct attribution. Any wrongful attribution is

therefore intentional - and where possible the correct attribution is either given or linked to.

@g_fra
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